Biography of Tamara Togans

Tamara Togans is the Vice-President of Enterprise Data Management, in Ginnie Mac’s Office of Enterprise Data and Technology Solutions (OEDTS). In this role, Tamara is responsible for establishing Ginnie Mac’s Enterprise Data Management Strategy which includes a portfolio of projects designed to enhance Ginnie Mac’s business intelligence as well as its data governance, data quality, protection/security, and management activities.

Prior to working at Ginnie Mac, Tamara spent ten years in various positions at Fannie Mac. As a business analysis manager, she identified and implemented new business strategies and applications to streamline the company’s financial reporting models. Tamara also managed a team of analysts that maintained Fannie Mac’s Accounting Data Warehouse (ADW) and Relational Data Warehouse (RDW), which store loan level data on the company’s $2 trillion servicing portfolio. Prior to that, she worked as an actuarial analyst with Mercer Consulting.

Tamara earned her Bachelor of Science degree in Mathematics from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University (Virginia Tech) in Blacksburg, Virginia.